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In mid-November, Washington announced the creation of Joint Task Force Six, a new border drug-
fighting military unit based in El Paso headed by the Army. In January, the Bush administration
designated the entire border with Mexico (1,952 miles) as one of five priority areas that are to receive
special attention. US officials assert that about 70% of cocaine consumed in the US enters from
Mexico, compared to 30% less than five years ago. The State Department asserts the Mexico is also
"the largest single-country source of the heroin and marijuana imported into the United States."
The Mexican government has expressed concern in Washington over growing militarization of the
border. These concerns have existed since summer 1988 when US National Guard units were first
deployed in anti-drug efforts at seven major border points. Since the US has invaded Mexico several
times Mexicans have traditionally been suspicious of any US action that is perceived as currently or
potentially infringing on sovereignty. The US invasion of Panama did little to alleviate such fears.
The Bush administration justified the military action in Panama by pointing to former Gen. Manuel
Antonio Noriega's involvement in drug trafficking, and his supervision of fraudulent elections. Both
of these accusations have also been made at the Mexican government and several of its leading
officials. Within days of the Panama invasion, the Bush administration also announced plans to
dispatch a naval force to the Colombian coast as part of a drug interdiction program. Then, in late
January, a US Coast Guard vessel fired at a Cuban freighter as it tried to flee a drug inspection in
the Gulf of Mexico, just off the Mexican port of Tampico. Newspaper columnists and opposition
party congresspersons' speeches in the national congress assert that a more aggressive US policy in
Latin America includes plans to intervene in Mexico. The New York Times quoted a statement by
Foreign Minister Fernando Solana made in January during an interview on the creation of the Joint
Task Force Six: "We consider that this is not efficient, in the first place, and secondly, that it does not
help improve relations between those who live on either side of the border." It is very unlikely that
the Mexican government will agree to overflight permission to follow suspect planes flying from the
US into Mexico. This is a goal, said the Times, sought by the US Customs Service and other drug
interdiction specialists. When interviewed recently about the prospects for overflight permission,
Mexican Attorney General Enrique Alvarez del Castillo said: "This is completely ruled out as an
object of discussion between the two governments. The United States would not permit airplanes
to fly over its territory or Mexican soldiers to pass through its country, and neither would we, that
is obvious. Why waste time on foolish discussions that lead to nothing?" Javier Coello Trejo, top
drug enforcement official in Mexico, said: "Independent of the question of national sovereignty,
it's illogical to come over to pursue airplanes that are returning empty. What's the point? They've
already left the cargo over there, and even if you grab the pilot and he tells you he left from such
an such a landing strip and that the cargo comes from Bolivia, so what? Quite sincerely, nothing
happens." (Basic data from New York Times, 02/25/90)
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